
Subject: Loudspeaker Venting and Cooling Techniques
Posted by Wayne Parham on Tue, 16 Nov 2004 06:54:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Recent discussions about cooling vents and ducting techniques have been difficult without
illustrations to accompany them.  So I've made a few simple drawings to describe the techniques
I'm planning to explore for cooling high-power loudspeakers

This was prompted by the B12 subwoofer project, and is an evolution of that effort.  What started
as a requisition for a flux stabilized subwoofer with improved performance has become a system
design.  The B12 was to use a shorting ring to reduce harmonic distortion by providing a
symmetrical magnetic field even in the presence of voice coil current.  This could be used in new
cabinet designs or to retrofit existing ones.  The effort has changed to a basshorn design that
uses a push-pull plenum to provide symmetry.  This will be used in two new horn designs, the

The main feature of these basshorns is the push-pull plenum to cancel harmonics and reduce
distortion.  But during the B12 effort, it was clear that many people were interested in improved
power handling too.  This, combined with the fact that one of the two drivers in the push-pull
plenum will have its cooling vent exposed to the horn throat made it attractive to find alternate
methods for cooling.  It is desirable to duct the cooling vent somewhere both for enhanced power
handling and for the reduction of noise from vent turbulence.

Some have been unclear as to what the cooling vents would do, and what impact could be
expected from them.  Some have even thought that the reduction of distortion sought was
somehow related to relieving pressure from behind the vent.  So I thought it would be good to
clarify the goals of the effort to improve the cooling mechanism.

First, it should be understood that the push-pull plenum and the cooling vent are two separate
issues.  The push-pull plenum is what is primarily responsible for reducing distortion.  An
explanation for how this happens is given here.

Second, it should be understood that improvements to the cooling vent are not intended to
improve distortion or loading.  They are done only to improve heat transfer, and so increase power
handling ability.  The possibility of noises from vent turbulence is also addressed, by routing the
vent to a place where it isn't audible.

Third, the design is not technically difficult, but it is new.  Because of this, there are some tests
that are required to know what is necessary.  I am confident that it can be made to work, and I am
writing this to show you why I'm confident in the idea.  But the exact implementation will still take
some testing to know what is necessary and what's best.

In particular, there are three implementation possibilities that can be used.  Each of them is more
complex than the one that precedes it.  But even the most complex arrangement is no more
difficult than putting a heater core in a car.  It is an exceedingly simple system.  So even the most
complex arrangement is not difficult to implement at all.
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The thing that has hung up some of the people who have examined this is that the cooling vent of
the loudspeaker leaks to the rear side of the cone, under the spider.  This is of practically no
consequence when used in bass-reflex loudspeaker systems or horns with open backs or large
rear chambers.  But it may be an issue in sealed boxes and some horns.  If it is a problem, then
the cooling vents can be ducted to an intercooler, so that the entire cooling system is sealed.

Lets look at the systems, one by one:

First, the loudspeaker without a vent:

Loudspeaker without Cooling Vent

This is a cutaway view of a loudspeaker without a cooling vent.  Heat builds up in the voice coil
gap and is only dissipated by heat transfer to metal surrounding the gap in the front plate and the
center pole.  Pressure behind the dust cap increases the stiffness of the suspension.

Loudspeaker with Cooling Vent

By venting the area behind the dust cap, it becomes a piston that moves air back and forth in the
vent.  This also provides air movement within the gap, greatly increasing voice coil cooling and
heat dissipation.  Pressure behind the dust cap is relieved, so the suspension is made more
loose.  This is attractive on high-excursion designs.

Vented Loudspeaker in Cabinet

This venting arrangement works great compared to a similar loudspeaker without a cooling vent. 
Power handling is increased considerably.  But it works best when the cabinet is open or large.  If
the cabinet is made very small and sealed, it acts like the vent is plugged.  Pressure exists in the
cabinet, and the air inside is rapidly heated.  Heated air increases static pressure behind the cone.
 If the heating is extreme, vent cooling grows less and less effective, and the system goes into
thermal runaway.

So an alternative is considered:  Vent to the outside of the cabinet.

External Cooling Duct

This is a simple solution, requiring nothing more than a couple of pipe fittings and a hose.  If the
hose is short and the cabinet seal is not critical, this is probably sufficient.  But if the hose is long
then heated air will simply travel back and forth in the line.  The only heat dissipation is whatever
can be transferred to the line and carried away by it.  And there is an air passage through the
voice coil gap that acts like a very small restricted port between the cabinet interior and exterior.

Air Pump Valve
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The cooling problem can be solved with the addition of a valve.  Since the loudspeaker cone acts
like a piston, without a valve, the air pump doesn't work very well.  Air moves back and forth, but
there is nothing to create unidirectional flow.  But the installation of a simple pair of restrictions can
induce unidirectional flow.  This valve will let the speaker pull cool air in, and purge warm air out.

This solves the problem of cooling, by making the pump more efficient and causing it to purge
warm air and and bring in cool air.  But there is still a leak in the system.  The rear of the cone
does not hold static pressure, and instead there is a slight leak out the vent.  Depending on the
configuration of the loudspeaker, this may or may not be a problem.

If the system must be sealed, an intercooler may be employed.  Instead of venting to outside air,
the ducts are connected to an intercooler.  The entire duct is sealed.  Warm air from the hot voice
coil is blown out through the hot side valve, through the intercooler and returned through the cool
side to be drawn in by the loudspeaker.

Loudspeaker Cooling Pump Valve and Intercooler

While this may seem rather complex, it really isn't.  The fitting for the loudspeaker is a press-fit
pipe fitting with two exits.  It could also be threaded, if the loudspeaker vent were threaded.  A
vane is welded in the fitting that impedes flow in one direction.  Passage through the cabinet is
provided with a panel mount pipe fitting.  Connections are made using rubber hose and clamps. 
The intercooler is also available off-the-shelf;  Anything that provides radiating vanes will work. 
Heater cores, air-conditioner condensers, transmission coolers or turbocharger intercoolers - Any
of these can be put into service.  Pick one that has a substantial volume of air in the pipes and lots
of cooling vane surface area.  Best to find one that is inexpensive and convenient to mount.  Flow
rates and pressures are low, so that is not a difficult requirement to fill.

Subject: Re: Loudspeaker Venting and Cooling Techniques
Posted by mollecon on Tue, 16 Nov 2004 11:17:14 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Good idea! The only worry I might have, is whether the prolonged cooling pipe might introduce
distortion due to the difficulty of the air 'flow' in said pipe. This is especially critical under large
cone movement, of course...

Subject: Re: Loudspeaker Venting and Cooling Techniques
Posted by Wayne Parham on Tue, 16 Nov 2004 11:26:56 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
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I guess the only way to know is to measure it.

One thing to think about:  It cannot possibly be any more difficult to flow through a cooling duct
than it is to "flow" through a tightly sealed small back chamber.  That's the next "best" thing to
being plugged altogether.

Subject: Re: Loudspeaker Venting and Cooling Techniques
Posted by Larry Acklin on Wed, 17 Nov 2004 16:03:49 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

If this speaker is destined for PRO audio use, it will bashed around a good bit.  External finned
assemblies will be destroyed quickly.  Perhaps recessing the radiator fins would help, or a
mounted heat exchanger in the walls of each chamber would work.  Also, keep in mind that if the
OUTSIDE (the chamber temp is higher than inside, the heat will be conducted back into the
speaker.My take is to build one without any extra plumbing, try it, and decide if power
compression or outright destruction is an issue.( I bet not...)Also remeber duty cycle will allow for
cooling, etc.Larry

Subject: Re: Loudspeaker Venting and Cooling Techniques
Posted by dwkurfma on Wed, 17 Nov 2004 19:05:20 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Wayne, You're making it way too hard, 8^)and not nearly enough fun for DIY guys. Just need to
start adding Peltier coolers to the enclosure mounted on a nice heavy aluminum backplate.  (May
take a "few" if you are really putting the screws to a low efficiency driver.)See the fun peltierbeer
link!http://www.electronickits.com/kit/complete/peltier/ck500.htmDan
 http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~arnesen/peltierbeer/ 

Subject: Re: Loudspeaker Venting and Cooling Techniques
Posted by Adam on Wed, 17 Nov 2004 20:54:10 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Sounds great, Wayne. I would have only two concerns though. First, I would be worried that a
one-way valve would introduce a great deal of non-linearity in cone movement. On the backstroke
(or frontstroke, depending on the valve positioning), the cone movement would have relatively
little air resistance due to the open vent. On the opposite stroke, however, it would encounter
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more pressure. It would actually be even worse than a conventional, non-vented pole piece, as
the cavity in the voice coil would draw in extra air (or push out extra air), and create either a very
high pressure or very low pressure region, which could fight cone motion. Seems like a recipe for
distortion.Also, venting the pole piece to the outside to me would cause cancellation. The back of
the dustcap creates it's own pressure waves, which could cancel out regular enclosure
output.Thoughts?Adam

Subject: Re: Loudspeaker Venting and Cooling Techniques
Posted by Wayne Parham on Wed, 17 Nov 2004 23:11:38 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

The valve is designed so that air moves in one direction through one duct and in the opposite
direction in the other.  So there is equal flow in both directions and the pressure differential is also
equal in both directions.  The valve simply steers the flow into two ducts so that the speaker piston
movement is useful for pumping action.

Subject: Re: Loudspeaker Venting and Cooling Techniques
Posted by Wayne Parham on Wed, 17 Nov 2004 23:17:20 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Oh, come on.  You don't like working on heater cores? 

Seriously, it should be a pretty easy install.  The valve fitting is the only part that's hard to come
by, and I'm going to a meeting to discuss having them made right this moment.  All the rest is
readily available off-the-shelf stuff.  It's pretty easy to install too, no more difficult than wiring up
the speakers.

Subject: Re: Loudspeaker Venting and Cooling Techniques
Posted by Wayne Parham on Wed, 17 Nov 2004 23:20:51 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I agree with you.  I plan on going with the simplest method that works well.  If the intercooler isn't
needed, then the tests will show that and there's no need to go with the extra complexity.
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As for durability, just put the intercooler behind a metal grille and it's protected well.  Recess the
whole area so it doesn't stick out.  The image in the post was just a sort of schematic diagram
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